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We study plasmonic nanoantennas for molecular sensing in the mid-infrared made of heavily doped
germanium, epitaxially grown with a bottom-up doping process and featuring free carrier density
in excess of 1020 cm3. The dielectric function of the 250 nm thick germanium film is determined,
and bow-tie antennas are designed, fabricated, and embedded in a polymer. By using a near-field
photoexpansion mapping technique at k ¼ 5.8 lm, we demonstrate the existence in the antenna gap
of an electromagnetic energy density hotspot of diameter below 100 nm and confinement volume
105 times smaller than k3. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962976]

Plasmonic nanoantenna designs are quickly evolving in
the direction of practical molecular sensing applications1 as
their wavelength range is being extended from the visible
towards the mid-infrared2,3 (IR), where molecules indeed display unique spectral fingerprints (IR wavelengths k between
2.5 lm and 25 lm). The two main features of plasmonic nanoantennas are electromagnetic field enhancement and confinement in subwavelength regions. The electromagnetic field
enhancement is crucial for nonlinear4 and second-order phenomena as the Raman effect.5 Subwavelength confinement is
critical for near-field microscopy6 and few-molecule spectroscopy.7 Both features depend on the nanoantenna geometry
and on the dielectric function of the metal used to make the
antenna em ðxÞ ¼ e0m ðxÞ þ ie00m ðxÞ, where x ¼ c=k is the electromagnetic frequency. In many truly plasmonic designs, the
field enhancement and confinement arise naturally at a metal/
dielectric interface and are not limited to the “lightning rod”
effect or to the exploitation of specific boundary conditions in
sub-nm gaps; the device performances rely on having e0m
 1, i.e., on the break-up of the perfect electric-conductor
(PEC) approximation.8 In particular, at a metal/dielectric
interface, the field confinement leads to a surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) propagation wavevector k that can become
much larger than that of the light in the dielectric,8 and for a
flat interface, in the limit of low losses e00m  e0m , reads
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ReðkÞ
ed e0m
ed
¼
;
(1)
¼
0
ed þ em
1e
k0
where k0 is the wavevector of light in vacuum, ed ⲏ 1 is the
dielectric constant of the material at the interface with the
metal, and the parameter e ¼ ed =e0m , which vanishes for a
PEC and quantifies the reduced propagation wavelength of
the SPP. This reduced SPP propagation wavelength, for
example, is at the basis of important predicted features, such
0003-6951/2016/109(12)/121104/5/$30.00

as adiabatic compression in three-dimensions,9,10 which is
relevant for future single-molecule spectroscopy approaches
in the mid-IR,11 and it cannot be obtained in the limit e ! 0.
The main problem encountered in extending the plasmonic
field confinement to the mid-IR, therefore, is that noble metals behave very similarly to a PEC at mid-IR frequencies.
This issue is not solved by using metal alloys and bad conductors that, in the mid-IR, not only display a much lower
e0m than noble metals but also a much higher e00m , which
makes the plasmonic oscillations overdamped, hence unsuitable for designing efficient devices.12
To overcome this mid-IR plasmonics challenge, in Refs.
13 and 14, it has been proposed to realize semiconductor
nanoantennas out of high crystal quality, and heavily doped
epitaxial layers with plasma wavelength in the mid-IR. The
key requirements for the semiconductor material are: (i) a
plasma wavelength kp slightly shorter than the wavelength
kvib of the target molecular vibration that one wants to sense,
so as to have e0m ⱗ  1; (ii) a thickness of the doped layer
larger than the electromagnetic skin depth, so as to allow the
mid-IR electric currents to flow into the antenna body; and
(iii) a spatial homogeneity of the activated dopant density,
so as to facilitate the plasmonic design. In Ref. 15, the nInAs material system epitaxially grown on the GaAs wafers
was employed. The observed nanoantenna resonance was at
k > 10 lm; however, a large portion of the mid-IR molecular
fingerprint region was excluded. Group-IV semiconductors
such as Si and Ge have the potential for direct integration
in microelectronic platforms,16,17 also allowing for fast
optical switching.18,19 In n-Ge, given a conductivity effective
mass
m* ¼ 0.12 me and a screening constant em;1 ¼ 16, kp
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ m e0 em;1 =qe 2 ne < 5 lm is expected if very high
free electron concentrations ne in excess of 1020 cm3 are
achieved (here me and qe are the electron mass and charge,
respectively). Nanoantennas have indeed been realized in the
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n-Ge material system epitaxially grown on the Si wafers;20
however in that case, doping levels of about 0.2  1020 cm3,
obtained by co-deposition of the dopant P and Ge, have
still limited the nanoantenna operation at k > 11 lm with
kp ¼ 9.3 lm. Very recently,21 a shorter kp ¼ 5.5 lm was
reported for the ion-implanted n-Ge thin films, but no
antenna structures were fabricated in that case.
In this work, we fabricated plasmonic nanoantennas on
a 250 nm thick n-Ge film obtained by a bottom-up doping
process that combines Ge deposition and doping from phosphorus molecules P2 in ultra-high vacuum.22,23 The n-Ge
films obtained by this method can achieve a very high ne
in excess of 1020 cm3. The dielectric function of such
“metallic” Ge was determined here by IR spectroscopy and
confirms our expectation of kp ¼ 4.5 lm. Bowtie antennas
were designed, fabricated, and embedded in a polymer
matrix with ed  2 featuring a vibrational absorption line at
kvib ¼ 5.8 lm (1724 cm1, Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
carboxylic stretching). The existence of hotspots with dimensions of the order of 100 nm is verified with a near-field
mid-IR nanoimaging technique,24–26 recently employed for
mapping the field pattern of mid-IR nanoresonators,25–29 in
which the electromagnetic energy absorbed by the polymer
molecules and/or by the nanoresonator itself is measured
locally with a scanning probe tip.
The material sample structure is schematically shown in
Fig. 1(a). The Ge films are obtained by the molecular beam

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the doped Ge film used for nanoantenna fabrication.
The stack comprises 100 P-doped layers separated by 2.5 nm of intrinsic Ge.
Each doped layer obtained by exposing the Ge (001) surface to P2 molecules
at a substrate temperature was 250 C, leading to P incorporation into the lattice. (b) Hall effect measurement showing the linear relationship of transverse
magnetoresistance qxy vs. the perpendicular magnetic field B. The measurements were performed at T ¼ 4.2 K in liquid He to freeze-out bulk conduction
through the lightly doped Ge substrate. (c) IR reflectance showing the plasma
edge at kp ¼ 4.5 lm (black line) and Drude-Lorentz fit (dashed red line). (d)
IR dielectric function extracted from the fit shown in (c).
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epitaxy in a bottom up approach, where nearly-identical twodimensional phosphorus doped layers are repeatedly stacked
at short distances in the third, vertical dimension. Previous
studies based on the anisotropic quantum interference electrical measurements, atom probe tomography, and density
functional theory23 have shown that the multi-layered doped
region can be interpreted as a 3D volume of precisely defined
thickness h where electrons coming from the 2D donorcontaining layers can freely move, thus realizing a 3D metallic conductor with the homogenous electron density ne.
The electrical properties of the n-Ge stacks were investigated by four terminal magnetotransport measurements on the
trench isolated Hall-bars using the standard low-frequency
lock-in techniques. Fig. 1(b) shows the linear relationship of the
transverse resistance versus magnetic field at low temperature
T, from which a total planar density nHall ¼ 3.4  1015 cm2
is calculated, corresponding to a three-dimensional free electron
density ne ¼ nHall/h ¼ 1.4  1020 cm3 and here h ¼ 250 nm.
The normal-incidence reflectance spectrum, measured by
Fourier-Transform IR spectroscopy at room T, is shown in
Fig. 1(c) and displays a plasma edge around 4.5 lm. The bestfit em ðxÞ based on the Drude-Lorentz model and Fresnel relations14 is shown in Fig. 1(d) and gives a plasma frequency
xp =c ¼ 2240 cm1 (kp ¼ 4.46 lm) and ne ¼ 1.2  1020 cm3,
in good agreement with the estimate from the Hall effect. The
Drude field-penetration length d inside the conductor is determined at x ¼ xp by the formula d  ð4p2 cxp Þ1 ¼ 113 nm,
which motivates the need for a doped film thickness h  2d
with a homogeneous electrodynamic response.30 At xvib =c
¼ 1724 cm1, for ed  2, one would get a non-vanishing
e  0.4. The em ðxÞ in Fig. 1(d) was then used as input for
designing bowtie antennas by Finite-Difference Time-Domain
(FDTD) electromagnetic simulations.
The choice of the bowtie nanoantenna design for the present demonstration is based on three considerations: (i) in a
wire-dipole antenna with width w  h, the field penetration
on the lateral walls would be longer than the antenna size, but
for w ¼ h ¼ 250 nm, the antenna gap would be rather wide;
(ii) if compared to linear dipoles, a triangular patch presents a
hotspot at the narrower end, which is stronger and smaller
than that at the broader end;31 (iii) the bowtie antenna can be
considered as two coupled triangular patches, with strong field
confinement and field enhancement high enough to be
measured. The final design is reported in Fig. 2. The FDTD
field intensity map (Fig. 2(a)) displays a single hotspot in
the gap. The three-dimensional extension of the enhancedfield volume at the antenna gap is entirely contained in a
sphere of diameter d  100 nm. The field-enhancement spectrum (Fig. 2(b)), however, is rather broad and the enhancement is not very strong, as expected for the bowtie antennas
in general.32 Antenna fabrication was carried out by focused
ion beam (FIB), in which the doped material is milled at low
Ga ion currents (<1 pA) with high 3D accuracy. The FIB is
used here as a rapid-prototyping technique that allows to test
different designs in subsequent fabrication runs on the same
material sample. The representative electron microscope
images acquired in the FIB chamber after fabrication are
shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). In order to fill the bow-tie
antenna gap with a test molecular sample, the chip was spincoated with Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), featuring a
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FIG. 2. (a) Electromagnetic field intensity map at the antenna surface for
k ¼ 6.0 lm, normalized to the incident
plane wave amplitude E0. The simulated triangle length is 1.0 lm, the
height is 250 nm, and the apical angle is
8.5 . (b) Intensity enhancement spectrum calculated in the central hotspots
visible in (a). (c) and (d) Scanning electron micrograph of two of the fabricated
antennas. The fabricated triangle has
the apical angle of about 7.0 , length of
1.0 lm; the structures are constituted
of a 250 nm-thick Ge antenna on top of
a thin (20 nm to 50 nm thick) undoped
pedestal. In (c) one sees the slightly
asymmetric shape of the antenna gap
produced by the FIB, which has a preferential milling direction. In (d), the
antenna that was investigated by IR
near-field nanoimaging is shown.

strong vibrational fingerprint at kvib ¼ 5.8 lm (carbonyl bond
stretch), so as to obtain a 250 nm thick PMMA film on top of
the chip surface away from the antennas. As a result of the
spin-coating procedure, the milled area around the antenna
was filled with 250 nm of PMMA, and the antenna surface
was also coated with the PMMA.
The chip containing the nanoantennas coated with the
PMMA was investigated with an atomic force microscope
(AFM) featuring a near-field mid-IR microscopy function
based on the resonantly enhanced photothermal expansion
technique25 (NanoIR2 by Anasys Instruments). In this version
of the technique, a mid-IR quantum cascade laser is pulsed at
a repetition rate matching the mechanical bending mode of
the cantilever,33 here around 180 kHz. In a contact mode, the
AFM probe measures the absorbed electromagnetic energy
and converted into heat by the sample, while the material
under the tip expands and transfers mechanical energy to the
cantilever of the AFM probe.33,34 The resonantly enhanced
amplitude of the cantilever bending oscillation (AFM-IR signal) is mapped together with the AFM topography signal by
scanning the sample under the tip (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)).
Nanoscale imaging resolution can be obtained by exploiting
the field-enhancement at a metal-coated tip apex providing
strong T gradients in the vicinity of the tip apex.25 In the
present experiment, the electric field direction of the grazingincidence laser beam could be rotated from almost out-ofplane (E//z) to in-plane (E//x, E//y) with a periscope, and the
sample could also be rotated by 90 . We first used a goldcoated tip and E//z to quantify the actual PMMA thickness in
each point of the map (Fig. 3(b)). In all the remaining imaging
experiments, we used a bare silicon tip to map the fieldconfinement in the antenna gap with the in-plane polarization
E//y (Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)). The use of the bare silicon tip is
essential to avoid the interference of the field enhancement
due to the gold-coating of the tip with the field pattern of the
nanoantenna.35 The maps with the E//x polarization were also
acquired for reference, to eliminate the unavoidable mechanical and thermal inhomogeneity of the PMMA coating. At

kvib ¼ 5.8 lm, IR absorption by the PMMA molecules generates an AFM-IR signal approximately proportional to the
square of the local electric field value. In the absence of IR
absorption from the PMMA (e.g., at k0 ¼ 6.0 lm, which we
use as reference wavelength), the AFM-IR signal spectrum
SðkÞ is not null because of the absorption from the tip and the
antennas, which takes place at all k, and possibly because of
the radiation pressure effects on the cantilever. In order to isolate the signal contribution due to field enhancement in the
gap, we define the Photoexpansion signal (PES) as
PES 

Sðkvib Þ  Sðk0 Þ
;
Sðk0 Þ

(2)

which we calculate for each pixel of the maps taken at both
k0 and kvib at E//y (resulting map shown in Fig. 3(d)) and at
E//x (resulting map flat within the noise, not shown). The
image in Fig. 3(d) provides a map of the nanoantenna hotspots where absorption in the PMMA is enhanced if compared to the far-field absorption that would be measured in
the absence of the antenna.28,36
The PES map at kvib ¼ 5.8 lm in Fig. 3(d) provides a
clear demonstration of enhanced energy absorption by molecules in the antenna gap. The field-confinement area matches
well with the one predicted by simulations (Fig. 2(a)), as the
bright spot in Fig. 3(d) is fully contained in a circle of diameter d  100 nm. As for the z-extension of the field confinement, it is difficult to assess this quantity with the present
technique, but it is certainly smaller than h ¼ 250 nm. The
obtained field confinement volume is then smaller than
hd 2  2.5  1021 m3, a value 105 times smaller than k3  2
 1016 m3. Finally, the field confinement can be inferred
from the average line profile of Fig. 3(d) across the antenna
gap, which is shown in Fig. 3(e) (red line) together with
the average line profile measured with E//x (green line). The
map from which the latter line profile was extracted, i.e.,
the analogous of the map of Fig. 3(d) but taken with E//x
(not shown), did not display any indication of hotpsots. As a
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xvib =c ¼ 1724 cm1. This discrepancy can be attributed
partly to present limitations of the fabrication process, both
in terms of geometric accuracy and material damage, as also
seen from the skewed physical gap profile in Fig. 3(c), and
partly to the near-field mapping technique, which averages
the PES from molecules inside a volume of the order of the
thermal diffusion length.24–26 Finally, it is worth noticing
that, as explained in Refs. 22 and 23, the bottom-up doping
process employed here is currently limited by the formation
of P-P dimers, which is not a fundamental physical limitation, so it could be possible in principle to overcome the current doping level, opening the way for applications at shorter
IR wavelengths. Such mid-IR Ge antennas, when compared
with standard metals such as gold, feature a similar degree of
confinement (mainly set by the antenna geometry in this
case) and a lower local field enhancement. However, they
display the advantages of higher crystal quality, easier integration in microelectronic platforms, and optical tunability
of the plasma frequency of the material.
In summary, we designed and fabricated the bowtie nanoantennas made of bottom up assembled “metallic germanium”
with very high free electron density of 1.2  1020 cm3 and
plasma wavelength of 4.5 lm, comprising a large fraction of
the mid-infrared molecular fingerprint region. In agreement
with numerical simulations, we demonstrated experimentally
with a near-field mapping technique the electromagnetic field
confinement in hotspots with diameter of the order of 100 nm,
much smaller than the mid-infrared wavelength of operation
of 5.8 lm, where the vibrational absorption by molecules is
enhanced by at least a factor of 3. The present results open the
way to the advanced plasmonic field-confinement designs
with doped semiconductors for vibrational sensing of a few
molecules with mid-infrared radiation.

FIG. 3. ((a) and (b)) AFM height and AFM-IR signal at kvib ¼ 5.8 lm of one
of the nanoantennas, after spin-coating with a PMMA layer of nominal
thickness 250 nm calibrated on a flat substrate. The AFM-IR signal in (b)
was acquired with a gold-coated tip and E//z, and it is proportional to the
PMMA thickness (pixel brightness proportional to thickness, white corresponds to 250 nm). The nanoantenna gap is filled with 200 nm of PMMA
and the top surface of the bow-tie triangles is coated with 100 nm of
PMMA. ((c) and (d)) AFM height and P.E.S. calculated as from Eq. (2)
from AFM-IR maps taken at high lateral resolution (10 nm) in a region of
interest centered on the nanoantenna gap. The physical profile of the gap is
highlighted by the dashed lines in (c), and the field-confinement hotspot is
clearly seen in (d). The value of the AFM height is measured from the bare
chip surface before fabrication and spin-coating of PMMA. (e) Average of
the 15 line profiles taken along y for 0.4 lm x 0.55 lm from the height
in (c) (black line), the P.E.S. in (d) (red line), and the P.E.S. for E//x (map
not shown, green line).

possible perspective application of the present antennas, it
should be noted that the demonstrated high field confinement
might enable, in conjunction with ultrashort laser pulses of
high peak intensity, the generation of nonlinear effects, such
as photo-bleaching and multi-photon absorption. The PES in
the hotspot is 3 times higher than that outside the antenna
gap, where, according to the simulation of Fig. 2(a), the field
amplitude is almost equal to that of the incoming radiation
field E0. The simulation of Fig. 2(b) predicted a value of 7
for the electromagnetic energy density enhancement at
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